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The collective behavior of a neuronal population can
often be illuminated by representing neurons as simple
phase oscillators, where the response of each neuron to
its synaptic input is given by an infinitesimal phase
response curve (iPRC). This approach can, for example,
predict whether neuronal activity will tend to synchro-
nize across the population depending on the nature of
the synaptic coupling and the shape of the iPRCs[1-3].
Despite the extreme simplicity of phase models, we have
found that the response of subthalamic neurons to exci-
tatory synaptic input is remarkably well described by
iPRCs; this is probably true of many other cell types.
However, one aspect of subthalamic neurons’ response
to input may undermine the phase model description:
spike threshold accommodation[4], a phenomenon also
found in many other cell types. In spike threshold
accommodation, spikes fired following more rapid depo-
larization are triggered at a lower voltage threshold. We
developed a phenomenological model of spike threshold
accommodation that treats the threshold itself as a
dynamical variable; this model successfully accounted
for the experimentally observed features of this phenom-
enon[4]. However, the introduction of a new dynamical
variable raises the possibility that one-dimensional phase
models will be unable to represent adequately the
impact of spike threshold dynamics. This danger seems
more pressing given that most of the threshold accom-
modation phenomenon arises from the fact that spikes
are initiated in the axon at some distance from the
soma[5,6], a factor that cannot be accounted for by
standard methods for reducing a biophysical model to a
phase model. We analyzed the effect of adding our phe-
nomenological model of spike threshold dynamics to
biophysical models that are otherwise well described by
phase models. We discovered that spike threshold
dynamics change the shape of the iPRC and that this
effect alone accounts for much of this phenomenon’s
impact on the response to synaptic input. Specifically,
threshold dynamics increase the input sensitivity at late
input phases, causing the iPRC to have higher values
than one would otherwise predict. We show numerically
that this alteration of the iPRC promotes synchroniza-
tion of neurons coupled by excitation, even if those neu-
rons have type I iPRCs. In addition to reshaping the
iPRC itself, spike threshold dynamics also cause a devia-
tion from the response predicted by the iPRC as the size
of the stimulus grows; this effect further enhances the
sensitivity to excitation at late input phases but sup-
presses the sensitivity to inhibition. We compare the
results obtained with our phenomenological model of
threshold dynamics to experimental data and to a full
multicompartment biophysical model that exhibits spike
threshold accommodation naturally, by virtue of the
cable properties of the axon. We were able to explain
some otherwise anomalous aspects of our data and pre-
dicted changes in iPRC shape as neurons are driven to
fire at higher rates by DC current injection. We con-
firmed this effect experimentally in subthalamic neu-
rons; a similar phenomenon has also been reported in
cerebellar Purkinje neurons [7].
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